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We investigate strategies for field-free three dimensional molecular axis alignment using strong
nonresonant laser fields under experimentally realistic conditions. Using the polarizabilites and rotational
constants of an asymmetric top rotor molecule (ethene, C2 H4 ), we consider three different methods for
axis alignment of a Boltzmann distribution of rotors at 4 K. Specifically, we compare the use of impulsive
kick laser pulses having both linear and elliptical polarization to the use of elliptically polarized switched
laser pulses. We show that an enhanced degree of field-free three dimensional alignment of ground
vibronic state molecules obtains from the use of two orthogonally polarized, time-separated laser pulses.
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As electric forces govern much of molecular and solid
state physics, the ability to precisely apply strong fields to
material systems is one of the principal tools of femtosecond laser science. One important example of this electrical manipulation is given by molecular alignment in
strong nonresonant laser fields [1,2]. Molecular axis alignment can bring the molecular frame, where molecular
processes occur, into the lab frame where measurements
are made. This benefits emerging techniques for the study
of molecular structure and dynamics wherein orientational
averaging of the molecular frame leads to considerable loss
of information. Examples include time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy [3–5], time-resolved x-ray [6 –8]
and electron diffraction [9,10], timed Coulomb explosion
[11,12], and most recently, high-order harmonic generation
[13]. However, in order to probe native structure and dynamics, the measurements must be made field free, i.e., in
the absence of the alignment field that would otherwise
strongly perturb the system. Furthermore, polyatomic
molecules have a three dimensional structure, requiring
alignment of all three molecular axes. Three dimensional
alignment in the presence of a strong elliptically polarized
laser field has been demonstrated [14]. In the following, we
present our studies of field-free three dimensional molecular axis alignment (FF3DA) of asymmetric top polyatomic
molecules.
Single axis (one dimensional) field-free alignment was
demonstrated for linear [15–17] and asymmetric top molecules [18] using short impulsive (‘‘kick’’) pulses [19–21]
which nonadiabatically create rotational wave packets.
Recently, one dimensional alignment has also been
achieved using a sequence of two time delayed laser pulses
[22,23]. The sudden truncation of an adiabatically applied
strong field, generating ‘‘switched’’ rotational wave packets, also creates field-free one dimensional alignment [24].
These results led to proposals that FF3DA may be achievable either by (i) an elliptically polarized impulsive kick
laser pulse [18] or by (ii) an elliptically polarized field
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which turns on adiabatically and is truncated rapidly [24].
Here we show that a more successful method of producing
FF3DA is to use two time separated, linearly polarized
laser pulses having orthogonal polarization directions. The
initial laser pulse kicks the most polarizable molecular axis
towards alignment with the laser polarization vector, creating a rotational wave packet. Subsequent revivals of this
wave packet will exhibit single dimensional alignment of
one molecular axis, while maintaining cylindrical symmetry and confining the remaining two axes towards the
plane perpendicular to the laser polarization vector. Application of a second laser pulse linearly polarized orthogonally to the first and temporally coincident with a revival of
this wave packet will kick the most polarizable of the
remaining two axes towards alignment with the second
laser polarization, breaking the cylindrical symmetry of
the system. The subsequent wave-packet evolution exhibits
FF3DA.
To proceed, we require a description of the alignment
of an asymmetric top molecule with multiple nonresonant laser fields, allowing for noncoincident polarizations
and/or propagation directions. In order to provide a realistic assessment of these schemes in experimentally realistic conditions, we present calculations of the degree of
FF3DA for the representative asymmetric top molecule
ethene where we have included the full distribution of
thermally populated initial rotational energy levels. The
calculations presented here are for ethene gas at a rotational temperature of 4 K, typical of the conditions achievable in gas phase molecular beam experiments. The
interaction of a ground vibronic state molecule with a
number Pof strong nonresonant laser fields of the form
Et  i E i te^ i cos!i t, where E i t is the pulse envelope and e^ i is the polarization vector of the laser field of
carrier frequency !i , in the limit of a dominating Raman
type interaction may be described by an effective
Hamiltonian [24,25] decomposed into spherical tensor
form [26]
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where aJn
Vt   E i tE j t 1kp e^ i  e^ j kp kp : (1)
K are the symmetric top basis eigenvector coefficients
with K the quantum number for the projection
ij
kp
of J upon the MF z axis. From the properties of the Wigner
Here kp are the spherical tensor components of the
3-j symbol, nonzero matrix elements have p  M0  M 
molecular polarizability tensor in the laboratory frame
0; 1; 2, q  K 0  K  0; 2, k  0; 2, and J0  J;

k
(LF) and e^ i  e^ j p are the spherical tensor components
J 1; J 2.
of the polarization tensor describing the electric fields of
To characterize the induced alignment we calculate the
the laser pulses in the LF. The polarization tensor deexpectation values of the squared direction cosine matrix
pends upon the experimental geometry only (i.e., the polarelements connecting the LF and MF, h2Fg i, with F 2
izations and propagation directions of the lasers) and is
fX; Y; Zg and g 2 fx; y; zg and Fg  F^  g^ [26]. The value
readily calculated by extension of the formalism of
of h2Fg i reflects the correlation between the LF F axis and
Kummel et al. [27] to multiple laser fields. The LF comMF g axis, taking a value between 0 for maximal antialignponents of the polarizability tensor kp are related to the
ment and 1 for maximal alignment. An isotropic ensemble
molecular
frame (MF) components through the rotation
P
will have all h2Fg i  13. These expectation values are
k 
k  ; ;  k , where  ; ;  are the Euler
D
p
q
q pq
averaged over the Boltzmann distribution of initial energy
angles connecting the LF and MF and Dk
pq  ; ;  is a
level populations. Following spectroscopic convention, we
Wigner rotation matrix [26]. These equations allow for
associate the MF coordinates with the principal axes
the separation of the MF properties from the LF properties.
a; b; c for ethene as z  a, x  b, and y  c. The a
In the absence of a resonance, only MF polarizability tenaxis lies along the C  C bond, the b axis lies perpendicusor components with k  0; 2 are nonzero. Furthermore,
lar to the plane of the molecule, and the c axis lies peronly even q components are nonzero and are given in terms
pendicular
to the C  C bond in the plane of the molecule.
of the real Cartesian components by 00   p13
The principal axes a, b, and c have associated rotational
1
2
 xx
2 zz  yy  zz , and 2 2 
constants A  4:828 cm1 , B  1:001 cm1 , and C 
yy
zz , 0  p
6
1
0:828 cm1 , respectively. The three polarizability compo2  xx  yy . Here and in the discussion that follows, we
 3 , bb  1:066 A
 3,
nents were taken to be aa  1:692 A
use x; y; z to refer to the Cartesian axes in the MF, and
3
 . In general, the choice of the principal
and cc  1:491 A
X; Y; Z to refer to the Cartesian axes in the LF.
axes for the molecule will depend upon the type and
The field-free rigid rotor Hamiltonian of an asymmetric
symmetry of the molecule [26]. We take all laser pulse
top molecule is written as H0  Bx J2x By J2y Bz J2z ,
2
2
envelopes to be of the form Et  E 0 ett0  =2T , where
where Bx , By , and Bz are the rotational constants of the
T  (rise for t < t0 and T  (fall for t > t0 and E 0 is the
molecule. The wave function may be expressed as a superpeak laser electric field at t0 .
position of the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian, t 
P
iEJn t=h
In Fig. 1 we show the alignment produced by a single
jJMni, where J and M are the quanJMn CJMn te
linearly
polarized kick pulse for a laser peak intensity of
tum numbers for the angular momentum and its projection
12 W=cm2 . Plotted here are the three expectation values,
10
upon the LF Z axis, respectively, and n labels the 2J 1
h2Xb i, h2Yc i, and h2Za i. The most polarizable MF axis, a,
eigenstates with the same values of (J; M). Substituting
is kicked towards alignment along the polarization directhis wave function into the time-dependent Schrödinger
tion causing revivals in h2Za i and strong alignment of a
gives the following equation of motion for the CJMn t
along Z after the laser pulse. Commensurate with the
coefficients
revival structure in h2Za i are peaks in h2Xb i and h2Yc i
X
iE
E
t=
h

CJ0 M0 n0 te Jn J0 n0
ih C_ JMn t 
as is expected classically; localizing the a axis along Z
J0 M0 n0
results in a localization of the b and c axes towards the X-Y
0 0 0
plane. However, unconstrained rotation about a results in
hJMnjVtjJ M n i:
(2)
there being no three dimensional alignment; the calculaExpanding the asymmetric top eigenstates in the symmettion shows that at all times h2Xb i  h2Yb i and h2Yc i 
ric top basis [26] gives
h2Xc i; i.e., there is no localization of b or c along either X
X
or Y and the alignment is one dimensional. The revival
hJMnjVtjJ0 M0 n0 i  2J 11=2 2J0 11=2 E i tE j t
structure in h2Za i arises due to J-type coherences between
ij
states with jJj  1; 2 giving rise to frequency compoX
J 0 n0
M0 K 0
nents spaced by 2B C. Additionally, the asymmetry of
aJn
K aK0 1
KK 0
the molecule introduces frequency components spaced by
X
1 k k
4C caused by coherences between states with jJj  2
^
1kq e^ 1

e

i
j p q
[28]. The faster modulation seen in h2Xb i and h2Yc i, due
k
!
!
to rotation about the low moment of inertia a axis, contains
J k J0
J k J0
frequency components spaced by 4A from coherences
;
(3)
M p M0 K q K 0
between states with jJj  2, and components spaced by
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FIG. 1. Alignment of ethene at a rotational temperature of 4 K
with a linearly polarized kick pulse with (rise  (fall  600 fs,
t0  0:0 ps, and E 0  2:746 109 (corresponding to
1012 W=cm2 ) polarized along the LF Z axis. The pulse envelope
is indicated below the lower plot.

4A  2B C caused by K-type coherences between
states with J  0. These coherences of spacing f
have associated recurrences at t  n=f where n is an
integer. In Fig. 2 we consider the application of a second
perpendicular polarized kick pulse at a time coincident
with a revival of the wave packet when h2Za i is maximal.
This second laser pulse is polarized along the X axis and is
chosen to be significantly shorter than the duration of the
revival associated with h2Za i. During the period when
h2Za i is maximal, the orthogonally polarized second laser

0.6

〈 Φ2Za〉
〈

0.5

pulse exerts minimal torque upon the a axis while inducing
rotation about the a axis to bring c into alignment with X.
A shorter second laser pulse is advantageous in this case
because rotation about a is more rapid than rotation about
b and c due to the lower moment of inertia. As can be seen
from examining both h2Xc i and h2Xc i  h2Yc i in Fig. 2,
this second laser pulse induces subsequent strong field-free
alignment of the c axis with the X axis at times coincident
with strong alignment of the a axis with the Z axis when
compared to the situation with just the single initial Z
polarized laser pulse. The associated degree of FF3DA
for the two laser pulse case is optimal with h2Xc i taking
values equal to h2Za i at some times. For example, at
44.9 ps, h2Za i  h2Xc i  0:5. By using higher laser intensities, it would be possible to further increase the degree
of FF3DA (subject to keeping the intensity low enough to
avoid ionization).
For comparison, we consider the previously suggested
application of elliptically polarized kick [18] and switched
[24] pulses to the creation of FF3DA. In Figs. 3 and 4 we
examine the degree of three dimensional alignment with
elliptically polarized laser fields propagating along the LF
Y axis, with the major axis of the polarization ellipse along
the Z axis and the minor axis along the X axis. In an
elliptically polarized laser field, it is expected that the
most polarizable molecular axis, in this case a, will become aligned along the major axis of the polarization
ellipse, Z, while the next most polarizable molecular
axis, in this case c, will become aligned along the minor
axis of the ellipse, X [14]. In Fig. 3 we examine the effect
of an elliptically polarized switched laser pulse which turns
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FIG. 2. Alignment of ethene at a rotational temperature of 4 K
with two linearly polarized kick laser pulses propagating along
the LF Y axis. The first laser pulse at t0  0:0 ps is linearly
polarized along Z with (rise  (fall  600 fs. The second laser
pulse at t0  8:3 ps is linearly polarized along X with (rise 
(fall  250 fs. Both laser pulses have a peak electric field of
E 0  2:746 109 V=m. The pulse envelopes are indicated below the lower plot.

FIG. 3. Alignment of ethene at a rotational temperature of 4 K
with an elliptically polarized switched laser pulse propagating
along the LF Y axis with (rise  30 ps, (fall  50 fs, and t0 
0 ps. A peak laser field of E 0  2:972 109 V=m was used with
the major axis of the polarization ellipse along the Z axis and a
phase difference of ,=8 between the Z and X components (i.e.,
eZ  0:924 and eX  0:383i). The pulse envelope is indicated
below the lower plot.
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FIG. 4. Alignment of ethene at a rotational temperature of 4 K
with an elliptically polarized kick pulse propagating along the
LF Y axis with (rise  (fall  600 fs and t0  0:0 ps. The polarization vector components and peak electric field were chosen
to be the same as for Fig. 3. The pulse envelope is indicated
below the lower plot.

on adiabatically (i.e., much slower than molecular rotation)
and truncates rapidly, suddenly projecting the adiabatically
prepared state back onto the field-free eigensystem [24]
and in Fig. 4 we consider the effect of an elliptically
polarized kick pulse with the same peak intensity and
polarization state. Comparison of h2Xc i (and h2Yb i, not
shown) with h2Za i in these figures shows that the degree of
alignment of c with X, and b with Y is significantly smaller
than the degree of alignment of a with Z, resulting in a very
small degree of three dimensional alignment. Comparison
with Fig. 2 shows that these two strategies lead to a much
lower degree of FF3DA than the orthogonally polarized
two kick pulse approach detailed above.
In summary, we have explored three possible strategies
for creating FF3DA, the most promising of which involves
the use of two time-separated, orthogonally polarized kick
laser pulses. This technique is completely general and
readily applicable to a broad range of molecules. A significant advantage of this two pulse approach is that the
electric field of the second pulse may be much higher than
that of the minor axis of the ellipse when using an elliptically polarized field—for an elliptically polarized field,
increasing the minor axis component of the field will serve
to reduce the alignment of the most polarizable MF axis
along the major axis of the ellipse. In the limit of circular
polarization, the a axis will only be aligned to the plane of
circular polarization, and no three dimensional alignment
will be achieved. By arranging for the pulses to be time
separated, we are able to avoid compromising the alignment of the first axis. The optimum width of the laser
pulses will depend upon the rotational temperature and
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constants of the gas under study, and the temporal delay
between the two laser pulses can be adjusted to coincide
with the first revival of the figure axis of the molecule given
by t  1=2Bx By . Future work will explore the use of
other time separations and tailored sequence of orthogonally polarized laser pulses to further enhance this degree
of FF3DA, as well as to the production of persistent
FF3DA [29]. Additionally, we will explore the use of laser
pulses with time varying polarization states, and the possible extension of this work to producing field-free three
dimensional orientation.
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